
RemoteLogix™
Optimize Rev-Cycle Yield with a Dedicated Management Platform

RemoteLogix™ is your control center for Rev-Cycle Yield management. All the tools your team requires – from proprietary 

Currance solutions such as ScoreLogix™ and CollectLogix™ to third-party applications – are contained in one virtual office 

environment. Our patented technology delivers next-generation infrastructure that connects remote workers with each other 

and the systems they need while providing managers full visibility into workforce productivity and effectiveness. 

Created by Rev-Cycle professionals
for Rev-Cycle teams
Healthcare revenue management has unique challenges that 

can be difficult for those outside the industry to understand. 

The seasoned Rev-Cycle professionals at Currance have 

aggregated their real-world experience to ensure you can 

access all the intelligence and tools your team requires from a 

secure, central location. 

Integration with Currance systems and third-party applications
Currance understands that some organizations may already be using remote workforce productivity tools for managing 

activities such as team chats, learning management, file sharing, and task time tracking. RemoteLogix™ is designed to 

integrate with applications already in use as well as offer its own workforce management solutions such as: 

•     Client Portal: Single virtual office environment

•     InfoHub: Integrated LMS system providing online training and SOP library

•     CollabApp: Team communication application with video, text, and chat functionality



Our commitment to the remote and work-from-home business model has helped us create innovative technology that 

delivers unrivaled quality, flexibility, and transparency. 

The engine of high-performing remote revenue cycle teams

In addition to simplifying and organizing Rev-Cycle operations, RemoteLogix™ gathers data from all aspects of the 

virtual desktop to create Team and Individual Scorecards – the industry’s most comprehensive report of individual

and team productivity. 

Optimize labor with insights into productivity, quality, activity

The Currance suite of Rev-Cycle technology provides the advantages of patented Rev-Cycle Yield methodology, 

workflows, and insights to drive better overall performance and recognize real opportunities in the revenue cycle.  

Redefine Rev-Cycle success with Currance

•     Productivity – Know how many accounts your associates are 
       working on each day
  
•     Quality – Understand which associates are the most effective at 
       overturning denials, collecting the highest percentages of net 
       balances,  and which associates have the highest write-off rates

•     Activity – Monitor the time associates spend on tasks such as 
       productive web activity, calls per day, activity in the host 
       system/EHR, and idle time 

Scorecards measure individual performance
in three categories: 

•     Fully hosted virtual desktop 

•     Customized portal landing page

•     Ease-of-use layout

•     Single Sign On capability

•     Multi-level security – HIPAA, HITECH, PCI

•     Focused design to keep teams on-task

•     Workforce analytics and productivity reporting

RemoteLogix™ Features

Contact us today at sales@currance.com to see how RemoteLogix™ and Scorecards can redefine your organization’s 

definition of success and create a culture of building upon sustainable improvements to boost net revenue collections. 


